7.5 mm F3.5 UMC Fish-eye

Designed for MFT mount only. 180° wide angle and 7.5mm fisheye effect are useful to create panorama image or 3D virtual tour.
- 180° of wide angle
- Glass aspherical lens (ASP)
- Extra low dispersion lens (ED)
- UMC technology of Samyang Optics

0.09m of minimum focusing distance and compact size

8 mm F2.8 UMC Fish-eye II

Designed for mirrorless camera with 180° of wide angle and unique distortion effect of fisheye. Deep depth of field makes shooting more comfortable.
- 180° of wide angle
- Glass aspherical lens (ASP)
- Extra low dispersion lens (ED)
- UMC technology of Samyang Optics

Brighter and smaller fisheye lens